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Nazism in Amerika

Say Hail to the Chief

I have no doubt that the above flag graphic will cause me untold amounts of grief
I for one am willing to take that risk. For you see...I cannot brothers and sisters in
good conscience, remain quiet any longer! Because our world is being manipulated
into a quasi socialist/fascist order.

I do realize the twisted humor here but what is most important, is that the message is
true!
"When a well packaged web of lies has been sold gradually to the masses over
generations,
the truth will seem utterly preposterous and its speaker a raving lunatic."
...Dresden James...
It has been said that a picture is worth a thousand words!, this is probably one of the more truer statements ever

made by man. So in keeping with that thought, I am going to start this page with this single graphic below, that I
feel speak volumes! then I will of course give the name of what the graphic is.

Its called a Fasci
The ancient international symbol of fascism,
and it has its own distinctive look...............and meaning!
Those of you who know anything about history will notice that not only was this used by Ancient Rome
back in the day as one of its symbols of "supreme authority", but also by the original "Axis powers" of Europe
back in the first half of the 20th Century prior too and during WWII.

These are stamps of the period, notice that they are chock full of ancient roman Symbology, in the Bibles book of
Daniel the "final" beast empire is the "reborn" roman empire. Where these two [above] goons failed, there are at
work today those who will not fail!,
and they will come from our beloved Amerika with complete Vatican support and blessing!

And in the days of these (earthly) kings shall the GOD of heaven set up a kingdom,
which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, but
it shall break in pieces and consume all these (earthly) kingdoms, and it shall stand for
ever.

Daniel 2 : 44 KJV. ( ) emphasis mine.
Remember there is no such thing as coincidence beloved brothers and sisters!

I'm sure that most of you would agree this statement rings loud and clear today!
Here below is a post card during the WWI period of US history. The great war...
or the war to end all wars.

From ancient Rome to modern Amerika................It actually gets worse!

Here is what is called a "Mercury" dime, from the 1940's, anyone "notice" anything? Whenever you see a Fasci
with a laurel wreath wrapped around it, (as above) it signifies that the government using it, was freely given
absolute reign by the "people"! and that the people recognize and submit to its supreme authority over everyone
and everything!

I certainly don't remember doing anything of the sort.....do any of
you???
Anyone ever wonder why we here in Amerika always use the names of Greek and various other Pagan gods when
we name things? Such as Apollo, Mercury, Gemini, Atlas, Thor, Poseidon, etc!....... just a passing thought and side
note!

Here is the symbol for the Knights of Columbus. Whom are directly connected to not just Freemasonry,
but more importantly Rome through its unholy Jesuit Order.

Will this nonsense ever end!?!?!?
Here now is the emblem of the National Sheriff's Association, (kinda spooky their initials are NSA!) please also note
the "Laurel Wreath", just like the Fasci with Laurels that adorns the halls of "OUR" Congress. So where are the
Fasci in the Obama/Biden button? Its them! with their beliefs and politics these two individuals themselves make
up the Fasci/bundled rods.......seems like alot of the elements are in place for the up and coming police state. As
most of you know, our law enforcement officers are quite "Gung HO" about carrying out their orders! This in its self
is a mixed blessing, I wonder just how many actually stop and think about what they are being asked to do, and
how their duties correlate to the constitution?

Let the oppression begin!

note the "All seeing eye"

Or If they (law enforcement) even fully understand
or care, what the constitution says about our
"civil liberties!"
Just to show you how "National Socialism" once existed, and continues to thrive here in Amerika,
here is a graphic showing young amerikan children at school during the turn of, [or the beginning] of the 20th
century!
I for one was, and still am to some degree appalled at this discovery!!!

As a side note; it was 1942 when the straight arm salute was replaced by the hand over the heart. but what's really
interesting about all of this is that if you do the hand over the heart first, then Immediately follow that with the
Fascist straight arm salute (back to back) you have the cinema created, Hail Caesar salute. Which by the way, the
Romans never used. Hollywood strikes again!

Now this ( George bush) picture is starting to make sense, especially when you add with this that it was president
George bush's grandfather "Prescott Bush" who was exposed in a Banking Scandal in the early 1940s, working for
the Brown Brothers and Harriman Bank in New York City circa 1942 (If I remember the year right). What were they
doing? They were caught red handed "FUNDING" the Nazi regime of Adolph Hitler! Please also note the "eagles"
on top of our good ole Stars and Bars, Ancient Roman Standard anyone? the Nazi graphic to the right is a superb
example of this. While I'm on this subject, please notice the Gold Fringe on our flag, this actually means that "we"
are under Military Tribunal, and have been since the Civil War! Way too much preponderance of the evidence for
all this to be just coincidence, or an accident.......

don't you think?

Above Left is a Nazi helmet of the period................To the right is our modern US combat helmet
I remember when these first came out in the mid-Late 80's, EVERYONE was calling it the "Fritz Helmet", a term
that the US military still uses, even they (the US military) recognize that it looks like a German helmet for cryin out
loud!. This is just a little to close for comfort for me. The bare helmet without the "camo" cover really does look like
a Nazi helmet. Please understand I absolutely hate having to be in this position of trying to give warning. There is
never an easy way to expose these deceptions to people. It just breaks my heart. I have to admit I am finding this
page was a tough page to get through, I spent a fair portion of my time staying pissed off while writing this page!
NO, I am NOT calling our awesome and beautiful young people who serve so bravely Nazi's!

Its our System!.......Not our soldiers!
But wait, (unfortunately) there's more!
This Nazi nonsense is even built right into the "Infrastructure" of our very nation!

Here are just a couple of examples:

The Denver Airport on the left, and the Coronado naval base, Calif. on the right

Coincidence?...........I'm opting for not, what about you?

Even some national monuments have Fasci in them!

Please notice the 'column of Fasci' under Washington's hand and Great coat

Here now is the 'Roman Mosaic' that makes up the floor of this chamber.
Please note the 'Laurel wreath' another symbol of the ' All Supreme State' notice that it encompasses
an early American flag.

The Lincoln memorial
Note the Fasci making up the columns under Lincolns hands, Fasci need not always have the axe head in it

(although most will)
If you will notice though, they are all "tied" or bundled the same way with the tell tale 'Z' pattern with or without the
axe head!. Its still a Fasci!, so never let anyone try to tell you that what you are looking at here are "book bindings"
that is utter rubbish!

So does the government even know!?, Yep!....... and they could care less!

Here is the real state of our union!

Fasci with laurels anyone?
Since these Fasci face each other this shows open control of both the 'Left and the
Right'!

Again note the Fasci, and the roman eagle (flag) standard at the left.
Do you still think any of this is just theory or coincidence???

I thought the red star was a communist thing!

So then what are they trying to [subliminally] tell us here?
Is it that our beloved and beautiful country is really founded on fascist beliefs??? (dear God I hope not!),
Is it that our Constitution and Declaration of Independence is just a sham!!??.......
Or is it more the question of have we been lulled to sleep while we were taken over?

This is the Reichstag (German Parliament) building burning circa 1935, Almost immediately afterwards Herr Hitler
had new 'fatherland security' laws swept into existence titled the Enabling act......cementing his Nazi regime of
terror. Clearing the way for the upcoming war against the communists, the very ones he (Hitler) pointed the finger
of blame at.

For the facts on the 9-11 Attacks Click Here
Here today we have our own "Reichstag" event, which has 'enabled' the President aided by the corporate
controlled media whom immediately pointed the finger of blame at "fundamentalist Islam", solving the mystery of
whom was to blame! all in about 8 Hours! Mighty fine detective work wouldn't you say? (Holmes would be so
proud!) Thereby (again) clearing the way to go to war against the Taliban/Islam and eventually Saddam Hussein.
While giving us the Dept of 'Homeland Security'!!!, which itself was "swept" into Law in less than 90 days.

Bloody unheard of in Washington DC political history!
"Why of course the people don't want war. Why should some poor slob on a farm want
to risk his life in a war when the best he can get out of it is to come back to his farm in
one piece? Naturally, the common people don't want war: neither in Russia, nor in
England, nor for that matter in Germany. That is understood. But after all it is the
leaders of the country who determine the policy, and it is always a simple matter to
drag the people along, whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a
parliament, or a communist dictatorship ... Voice or no voice, the people can always
be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is to tell them
they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism and
exposing the country to danger."
Reich marshal...Hermann Goring
at the Nuremberg Nazi trials before he was sentenced to death !
Below are some of our beautiful brethren who have fallen on our behalf recently in foreign lands
may God bless you all my brothers, rest in peace. You beautiful people will be forever missed in this world.

This "sweeping law" has all but stripped us of our Constitutional rights

All in favor of Gun Control raise your Right
hand
"Gun registration is not enough"...Attorney General Janet Reno....12-10-1993
Associated Press.
"Waiting periods are only a step. Registration is only a step. The prohibition of private
firearms is the GOAL"....Janet Reno.
As a side note, the abolishment of private firearms is just one of the "ten planks" of the
communist manifesto as laid out by Karl Marx in the 19th century.
For these statements and more please go to our New World Order Quotes page.
So by now most of us are somewhat familiar with the abuses that have taken place in the White House this last 15
years or so. from Mr. Clintons Oval Office Infidelity and subsequent lies, to Mr. Bush's unauthorized and
unconstitutional signing of the Security and Prosperity Partnership "Agreement" with Canada, and Mexico in 2005,
again without any legal Constitutional Authority. Nor any thought of ever "officially" asking the Congress of the
United States, (whom are all aware of this plan) or its people. Of which this "Agreement" more commonly known as
the North American Union, will take effect in 2010. The most chilling aspect of this Illegal union is what then
happens to our Constitution?, and the Bill of Rights???

Namely our 2nd Amendment:

The right to keep and bear arms!
I only ask because both Mexico and Canada have severe gun control laws. I am of the firm belief and opinion that it
has been the 2nd Amendment that has prevented our beautiful America from being subjected to tyranny for 231
plus years or so. In the graphic below is a very telling and highly accurate statement, think about this for a moment
OK?.

Please note: that all the above monsters were completely financed
by the Rothschild's through the Rockefellers, Morgan, Harriman and Schiff families.
If the German peoples actually had the right to keep and bear arms
do you really think that the Nazi's would have truly been able to grasp absolute power....... if any?
The Russian revolution of 1917 which was bought and paid for by Jacob Schiff (one of the Rothschild's and
Rockefellers "guys") whom not only funded this very revolution which brought down the Czarist Monarchy. Which
then also eventually led to their Murders, and yes the children included! So complete was the power grab by the
Bolsheviks that once in power they ironically then outlawed gun ownership by the people. The very same "Armed
Militia" that put them in power to begin with. Leading to the Mass Murder of Ten's of million's of Russians before,
during and after WWII. China did the very same thing, once Mao se Tung's communist government was Installed,
they Immediately stripped the Chinese peoples (those that had them) of their firearms as well. Again leading to
untold Millions murdered between the mid to late 1940's all the way up to the "Social Revolution" of the late 1960's
and on into the 1970's.
Here in Amerika we briefly saw this very thing happen just after Hurricane Katrina slammed into New Orleans,
where multiple "Government Agencies" goose stepped right in and actually kicked in "Private" citizens doors to
confiscate Firearms. The "Authorities" State, Federal and local actually man handled a frail little ole Lady who
refused to surrender her gun and vacate her home, this paltry small caliber pistol which was her only means of
"Self Defense" was forcibly taken from her, and very brutally I night add!
Yes indeed Brothers and Sisters they took them from the very Homeowners that were staying at home and
protecting there homes!!! and did not want to leave there homes unattended and unsecured!. There legal
constitutional right as American Citizens and Tax payers!, regardless of what danger may be facing them. The
Main stream media briefly showed this on the News, then Bam!!!....no more was ever said about it. Most of these
very same home and gun owners NEVER had their "legal" and yet stolen! firearms returned to them by local and
federal authorities. Nor has ANY equitable compensation ever been fourth coming to this day! So what is it that is
planned for an upset, stressed, and demanding Amerikan public? International "peace keepers"
below are some pictures taken here in Roswell by a reader, these are pictures of the newly opened

'INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY'

Make no mistake boys and girls.......Amerika is going to be turned into a Police State.
A major step towards this will be upon us quickly in 2010,
when the United Partnership and Prosperity agreement takes place...Aka the North
Amerikan Union! Isn't it interesting that the Marxist president Barak Obama will be the

'sitting' president to sign this unconstitutional and immoral document!?
So remember...
"When a well-packaged web of lies has been sold gradually to the masses over
generations,
the truth will seem utterly preposterous and its speaker a raving lunatic."
...Dresden James...

AMEN BROTHER!!!
As long as we keep our 2nd Amendment.
The RIGHT!!!...to keep and "Bear Arms".

We shall ever remain Free!!!
Firearms are second only to the Constitution in importance; they are the peoples
liberty's teeth.
...George Washington...
This constitutional right is currently one of the, if not the key stumbling blocks
to the implementation of the New World Order.

BECAUSE

A special Thank you to brother Ramon Baca for the use of this Image
Your thoughts and comments are always most welcome, I may be contacted at the link below. All Emails will be
answered upon the "upcoming" Friday Evening. For example if I receive your Email on a Tuesday, then 3 days
later on that Friday I will be sending all replies out to those whom have written during that weeks time.
webmastersaintsagainsttyranny@yahoo.com

Give A vote for the Lord and the United States of America
Vote For Saints Against Tyranny
at Conspiracy Top Sites
Top site lists
Unlike politics.......Here your vote really counts!!!
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